    More  Technical.......INERTIA!!
   If you are still with me.... keep the idea of the neutral steer  angle position for any given tilt and speed in focus [but get ready to drop it]... Its the front wheel position where the vehicle steered path matches the tilt angle  at any given instant as the vehicle is undergoing tilting action , or has stabalised in a steady state tilted...and there is no tendency to rise or fall in tilt being caused by the front wheel steer position [centrifugal force balanced by gravity acting on inclined mass]... But there is an additional dynamic component that needs to be controlled/manipulated and this is tilt mass INERTIA. To get the tilt started the rest inertia of the tilt mass must be overcome, and to stabalise the tilt at a given point  the moving inertia of the tilt  mass must be overcome.
                In a motorcycle the rider uses countersteer by moving the control [of the front wheel] in the opposite direction to the intended tilt direction... to get the tilt to happen.... then he lets the control return to get the steer [it returns due to FTC* effects by the way].... .....TILT BEFORE STEER   [ chisel it into your forehead!]     The countersteer overcomes/controls the inertia of the vehicle  tilt mass... then the rider applies/holds direct steer to steer the tilted mass in a curved path to balance it.... but , thats what makes a motorcycle hard to drive....
   Well  ... when you  "simple steer" force the tilt [driver directly connected to tilt]...with a FTC* control system, the front wheels countersteer... AUTOMATICALLY!!!!. So this is the  rest inertia being overcome...... it "squirts out " as countersteer,   [told you I was technical]   and this allows the vehicle to tilt fast without loading its outer wheels.    Instead of it being the primary input [motorcycle] ..it becomes a secondary input...[ FTC* control].... and AUTOMATIC.... thats the important thing.
       But it gets better... imagine a slide/ regrip where the vehicle mass wants to "keep going"... and tends to overturn the vehicle..... well ,with FTC* control, the front wheels automatically  tend to opposite lock to open the steered path and relieve excessive overturning moments. 
    Of course this is difficult to imagine [and accept] at first, but it does work exactly like this... although it is very subtle and is  generally unnoticed. So the "ideal neutral steer position"   [as previously defined] ..probably rarely occurs and is not actually "ideal" at all, because the vehicle tilt mass inertia is always being managed by front wheel position automatically ,at the same time as the front wheel/s are being put on the correct steer position [under influence of vehicle tilt]... also automatically... and everything is being adjusted for vehicle speed... automatically.  
     SO.. the definition of the "ideal steer position" becomes  complex and unknowable... and  luckily you don't need to know it....  by experimental observations you optimise it....

                  "the driver simply observes  and adjusts the steered path as he does in a conventional motorcar"

  I have a definition of "countersteer " which works for me:. "  any steer angle which produces a tilt force" and this applies to any wheel steered vehicle.........In my  patented ftc* control system , the degree of countersteer/opposite lock can be altered and /or varied with  vehicle speed as desired...... by simple methods..... see PATENT
    Good luck ...  Phillip.     www.tiltingvehicle.com

